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EmpowerTMACTIVE Box Contents* 
ACTIVE Sound Amplifier (left, right or pair)
ComplyTM Premium Foam Tips† (for high volumes)
Package of Size 10 Batteries (yellow tab)
Cleaning Brush (with magnet & wire loop) 
Carrying Case

*Exact quantities are determined by product ordered. 
†Comply™ is a registered trademark of Hearing Components.

Step 2: Place ACTIVE in ear
Hint: Blue label on backside indicates left, red label = right.

a.  Gently place receiver in entrance of ear canal. 

b.  Carefully tuck arm into upper bowl of ear. 

Please note: The ACTIVE (without a tip) allows sounds from  
the environment to join the amplified sounds for a more  
natural listening experience. 

Step 1: Insert battery
a.  Remove yellow tab from a size 10 zinc-air battery.  

To increase battery life, wait one minute to allow  
battery to fully charge before inserting battery. 

b.  Gently open battery door (do NOT pass 90°).  
Locate red + sign on battery door.

c.  Insert battery on an angle, positive + side up and  
tilt back into place. 

 
d.  Carefully close battery door. If there is resistance  

closing door, the negative side of battery may be up.

Using Optional Comply Premium Foam Tip
Use foam tips to prevent whistling at higher volumes  
and/or to provide a more snug fit.

a.  Push tip completely onto receiver until you can feel  
the end of receiver through the opening in the tip.

b.  Pinch tip between finger and thumb to compress foam.

c.  Let compressed tip expand in ear canal entrance and  
tuck arm into upper bowl of ear (see Step 2 above). 

.
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